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On

the very eve of independence, the then

Myanmar leadership had made many attempts to
unify the country starting with the Panglong
Conference of January 1947. But every attempt
has failed to address the complex issues related
to the ethnic minorities. As a result, over the last
many decades, some ethnic armed groups in
Myanmar have been fighting for independence or
larger autonomy under a federal system. As
Myanmar moves towards political transition
since the end of the

Myanmar National

Convention in September 2007, the pressure on
the armed groups is increasing manifold. At the
same time, Beijing is committed to play a key role

control of the Myanmar military. This led to

in the peace process in Myanmar as the China-

military offensives which left over 37,000

Myanmar relationship is getting entangled in the

refugees taking shelter in China.1 As a result, the

ethnic problems.

era of relative stability under the ceasefire
agreements with the ethnic armed groups came

Marking the end of the ceasefire era signed

to an end. It also disturbed the border trade with

in the late 1980s, in August 2009, a faction of the

many Chinese businessmen and workers fleeing

Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army

to China.2

(MNDAA) rejected the proposal to transform the
group into a border guard force (BGF) under the
1
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As the situation in the Kokang region

When it comes to mediation, China hosted

cooled down, the collapse of the 17 year-long

rounds of peace talks between Myanmar

ceasefire pact between Myanmar government

authorities and the KIO, starting with the first

and the Kachin Independence Organisation (KIO)

round held on November 29, 2011. Taking note

on June 9, 2011 caused further instability. The

of the situation, in January 2013, China sent its

Kachin Independence Army (KIA), the armed

special envoy to Myanmar leading to the

wing of the KIO, attacked the Chinese-funded

announcement

hydro projects including the Myitsone project.3

Myanmar government on January 18, 2012. After

In fact, the hydro projects in Kachin State funded

some failed attempts to de-escalate the violence,

by China and the KIO’s rejection of the BGF

on February 4, 2013, Myanmar and the KIO

proposal caused the conflict. The clashes had

issued a joint statement towards restoring

affected border trade, transport infrastructures,

normalcy. Later, China appointed its first special

and construction of hydropower projects, in

envoy for Asian Affairs in March 2013 to secure

addition to the refugee problem.

its interests in Myanmar through engagement in

of

unilateral

ceasefire

by

peace talks. Subsequently, the Kachin conflict

In a surprise move, the former Myanmar

showed de-escalation after signing an agreement

President Thein Sein suspended the US$3.6

in May 2013 between Myanmar authorities and

billion worth Myitsone project on September 30,

the KIO.

2011. Under the ‘go global’ strategy, Beijing
promises to safeguard the interests and rights of

Though China is willing to play an

the Chinese companies abroad.4 But it is against

important role in the Myanmar peace process,

this posture that the KIO sent an open letter to

the KIO’s invitation to the US to take part in the

China to shelve the Myitsone project while

peace process was not well received in Beijing.8

requesting Beijing for mediation in the conflict.5

The Christian Kachins had allied with the

After the end of Thein Sein’s tenure, the issue of

Western allied forces during WW II. Under the US

the Myitsone project has again taken a centre

‘rebalancing

stage. In June 2016, a Chinese delegation held

engagement policy towards Myanmar leading to

meetings with the local government in Kachin

changes in regional security environment. 9

State.6 Again, the issue came to the fore during

Against this backdrop, the first China-Myanmar

Aung San Suu Kyi’s China visit in August 2016

strategic security consultation meeting was held

and the two sides agreed to resolve the Myitsone

in January 2013, and China called for settling the

Dam issue.7

Kachin conflict through peaceful means.

strategy’,

Washington
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Moreover, the Chinese People’s Liberation

Moreover, in the wake of the Lincang bombing

Army (PLA) conducted exercises including air

incident in March 2015, China deployed missile

defence and reconnaissance training to boost

units and fighter jets to protect its sovereignty.15

border surveillance.10 Meanwhile, protest rallies

Also, China warned that it will take a “firm and

were organised by the Jingpo people (Kachins

decisive action” in the case of any similar

are officially recognised in China as ‘Jingpo’

incident.16 In June 2015, live-fire exercises were

people) in Yunnan Province, in solidarity with

conducted along the border with the declaration

their brethren in Myanmar. 11 To manage the

of a ‘no-fly zone’.17 It was preceded by another

situation, China strengthened entry and exit

drill in March.18 Towards mitigating the situation,

regulations, and took measures to deal with any

in September 2015, the second strategic security

emergency situation. Even after the signing of an

consultation meeting was held to enhance

agreement in May 2013, the issue of inclusive

military relations and also to resolve the Kokang

peace deal and political dialogue framework

conflict.19

continues to threaten stability in the Kachin

Though

areas.

the

Nationwide

Ceasefire

Agreement (NCA) was signed on 15 October
2015,

Worsening the security situation further, on

the

security

situation

in

northern

February 9, 2015, an armed conflict broke out in

Myanmar remained uncertain as some armed

the Kokang region once again. In the past, China

groups belonging to the United Nationalities

had close connections with the Communist Party

Federal Council (UNFC) had abstained from the

of Burma (CPB) which broke up into several

pact.20 Eventually, since November 20 this year,

ethnic armed groups, including the MNDAA.

the combined forces of the KIA, Ta’ang National

Moreover, the ‘open letter’ sent by the MNDAA

Liberation Army (TNLA), Arakan Army and

leader appealing to the Chinese people to

MNDAA began launching coordinated attacks

support their cause created further mistrust.12

threatening to cut-off flow of trade and transport

The Kokang people are ethnic Chinese of

services between China and Myanmar.21 In June

Yunnanese descent and they mostly inhabit the

2015, China and Myanmar agreed to resolve the

Kokang self-administered zone in Myanmar. To

suspended Myitsone project which is strongly

alleviate mistrust, the issues of shared ethnic

opposed by the KIO. Moreover, Beijing has

populations,

the

strengthened cooperation with Myanmar on

spillover of conflict were discussed during Aung

border areas management and control of illegal

San Suu Kyi’s visit to China in June 2015.13

border trade. 22 Controlling the illegal cross-

border

management

and

border trade which constitutes a major source of

Because of the conflict, over 60,000
Myanmar refugees took shelter in China. 14
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reflect the position of the Centre for Air Power Studies
[CAPS])

funding for the armed groups is a strong message
to the non-signatory groups.
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